GATE 2021 Comprehensive Course

Commenced from 30th September, 2020

Duration: 4-5 Months  
Course is Active

Click to enroll

Online Course for Complete syllabus of GATE 2021  
As per new syllabus & pattern

Streams: CE, ME, EE, EC, CS, IN

• GATE 2021 focused & comprehensive online course.
• Online recorded sessions by renowned MADE EASY faculties.
• Timely completion of syllabus.
• Systematic subject sequence.
• Regular assessment of performance through tests.
• Concept practice through workbook questions.
• Provision of books and reading references.
• Doubt clearing facility through chat window.
• Sharing strategy, planning and doubt sessions at regular interval.
• GATE + CTQ Plus integrated program to give extra edge to your preparation.

MODULEWISE COURSES for ESE 2021 + GATE 2021

• Comprehensive online classes by experienced and renowned faculties of MADE EASY.
• Subjects prescribed in module, covers all the topics for GATE & ESE examination.
• The course will also be immensely useful for various State Engineering and PSU Examinations.
• Concept practice through workbook questions.
• Doubt clearing facility through chat window.
• Provision of books and reading references.
• Assessment of performance through tests.

Comprehensive Online Course for ESE 2021 + GATE 2021

• GATE + ESE: CE, ME, EE, EC  
• GATE: CS, IN  
Duration: 4-5 week for one module.

Online Course for Complete syllabus of GATE 2021  
As per new syllabus & pattern

Streams: CE, ME, EE, EC, CS, IN

• GATE 2021 focused & comprehensive online course.
• Online recorded sessions by renowned MADE EASY faculties.
• Timely completion of syllabus.
• Systematic subject sequence.
• Regular assessment of performance through tests.
• Concept practice through workbook questions.
• Provision of books and reading references.
• Doubt clearing facility through chat window.
• Sharing strategy, planning and doubt sessions at regular interval.
• GATE + CTQ Plus integrated program to give extra edge to your preparation.

GENERAL STUDIES for ESE Prelims 2021

Duration: 100 Days  
Total hours: 200 Hrs  
Course is Active

Click to enroll

Online Course for General Studies and Engineering Aptitude for ESE Prelims 2021

Streams: CE, ME, EE, E&T

• This course will cover 8 subjects.
• Engineering Mathematics and Reasoning Aptitude will not be covered in this course.
• Full coverage of the syllabus to train the aspirants for every possible question.
• Classes will be conducted by experienced faculties.
• Doubt clearing facility through chat window.